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IWs paper describes the clevelopmmzt qf a new technique ffir the sctution cf 
crysial strztcturer from packing considwatiuns, using contact distance criteria, knowing 
appruxitnately the shape yf the mcleeuk. The methsd is applred to a conglicated 
structure, namely, that c.f a cyclic hexapeptide, cyclo (GZy-LTyr-GLy),. 2H20, 
ivhhicla cryrtallizes in the triclznic space group P1. Althnugh this is a dificult space 
groq for solution by corzventional method, it turns out tr he particularly facile for 
the new method Tize trial vtruciure fhzrs obtaiued could be refined by a serier o f  
wccessive SFLS refinanenl, increasing the number c f f.e$ecthns wed for the refine- 
mrnl at each strrge. 
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It has been well recognized thnt the three dimensional structuie of blow 
logical macro-molecules pleys a crucial role in thelr biochemical activity. 
Undoubtedly x-lzy crystelloglaphy IS the most potent method to ptve the 
complete three dmnlensional structure of these molecules la the sdld state. 
However, in recent years, w ~ t h  the .~dvent of fast and big campnters, the zolu- 
k n  of crystal structures w~thou t x-ray iatensity data has become an inb-  
Iesting challenge. Towards this end, methods have been reported i4 the 
literature concerned w ~ t h  the determmation of energekally favoured stlua- 
tures of b~olog~cally importmt mole~ules by computer cakukf@h~~d Typi- 
cdlly, In these czlculatons, enelgm of interacaons c& atoms ~&mce$ 
by the conformatro~ial changes of rhe molecule (non-bonded iateiacdms, 
torsional cnerBes, etc.) ere coimdered and stru~tures a x  sought that would 
opt~mize the total energy of these interactions in e c~ystal. By usmg the 
serni-einpellcal po t en td  functlous deskribmg Van der Waals and electrou 
statac interact~ons between aon-bonded atoms and lous & the formation 
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of hydrogen bonds, some ~ u c c e s ~ f ~ l  attempts to solve the phase problem 
in crystals of unknown structures have been made by Williams [I], 
Kitaigorodsky and Mirasakaya [2], and Coiro, Giacamello and Gigljo [31. 

Extensive work has been carried out in this laboratory to predict the 
conformation of isolated biological macromolecules by theoretical calm- 
1atior.s using potential functions. As emly as 1969, Ramachandran [4] 
pointed out the interrelation between the theo~y of biopolymer confor- 
mg.tion and the stability of a crystal structure and that it is not difficult 
use the potential functions which have been successfully zpplied in this 
laboratory to predict th.e protein conformation, for ihe purpose of studying 
crystal stiuctures. In fact such calculations have been done here for two 
simple examples of benzene and su1furdioxid.e [5]. Th.e results show that 
the poter.tia1 functions zdopted for biopolymer confornlations in our labo- 
ratory can predict the crystal stiuctures with reasoneble accuracy. However, 
since the energy of a macromolecule in its crystal lattice will be influenced 
by the interactions of the molecule with the neighbouring molecules, such 
a calculation will present seemingly unsuromounteble computational prob- 
lems because of the large size of th.ese molecules. Hence an alternative 
idea of using the contact distance criteria of Ramech.and.ran, Ramakrishnan 
and S;isisekhz.r.ren [6]  for predicting the best packing of the molecules in 
their crystd lattice was employed. This technique of usir-g contact criteria 
has been well developed in our laboratory [7] end pert:c.~~l?.r reference may be 
made to the recent analysis of poly (Gly-Pro-HyP) [8]. Hence en attempt 
was made to employ this method of packir.g the molecules to ,solve the 
crystal structure of R hexapeptide cyclo (Gly-L-Tyr-Giy),2Hz0. 

In this paper we shall discuss the method adopted for fixing the mole- 
cules and analysing their contacts, leading up to the revelation of a satis- 
factory packing arrangement which is probably accurate to about 1A in the 
location of the outermost atoms in the molecule. The zdvantage of using 
low resolution data a t  the initial stages and how these could be improved as 
the refinement continued are also pointed out. A brief analysis of the 
power and the limits of the method 0x1 the basis of our experience is dealt 
with. A ~eliminary report of this work has appeared recently [9]. 

. IR this section we describe the principle of the method and how various 
steps are programmed for a computer. 
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pi+z$e of the Method 

It is well known that the normal interatomic contact distances in a 
crystal are elway P larger than certain minimum values and that information 
regarding the magnitudes of these minimum values can be used tc predict 
the conformation of various biomolecules. Such an analysis of the minimum 
contact distance ci,itel-is was made by Ramachandran and coworkers [lo] 
for predicting th.e allowed an.d disallowed. ranges of dihedral angles (4, 4) 
for 2 pair of peptide ufiits. It is reasonable to assume thet the criteria thus 
worked for a dipeptide unit can work equally well for the packing of larger 
peptides in their crystal structures. 

If the stereoch.emistry of the molecule is known, or can be postulated 
from kxown bond lengths, boll.d mgles and dihedrel angles, its crystal strrc- 
m e  cs.n be defined by six paameters : three rotational parameters, which 
define the orientation of the molecule and thr,ee transletional paramtters to 
represent its position within the unit cell. The rotational parameters can be 
conveniently defined by means of the three Eulerian angles $, 8, 4. The 
translational parameters are taken to be the fractional coordinatesx, Y, Z 
of the origin used for defining the rotations. By stepwise variation of these 
six ps~ameters and by applying th.e symmetry operations of the space group 
on the rotated and translated unit, we c m  derive a set of trial structures. 
Not i?ll of them cen exist in reality due to steric ovei*laps between some of 
the constituent atoms in neighbouring molecules. An acceptable solu- 
tion is one that ilzvolves no  pred.ominant short-contacts between the neigh- 
bouring molecules and for which the condition for the formation of hydrogen 
bonds, if my, are 2.1~0 satisfied. 

General Considerations 

The prerequisites for applying this method are (a) The geomeQy of the 
asymmetric unit. The knowledge of molecular conformation is often 
necessary. In fact, bond lengths m?!l?d angles are available in the literature 
with accuracy ad.equate for this purpose. The conformation of a molecule 
is established either from NMR study or intramolecular potential energy 
czlculetions. (b) The unit cell parameters and the space group. This is a 
matter of standard routine and is easily determined from preliminary studies 
of x-ray diffraciion . 

CalculationaZ Procedure Employed 

The details of th.e procedure followed in carrying out the packing ana- 
lysis is explained in this section by describing a standard computer program. 
Since the main objective of this paper is to bring out the success of this 



method in solvjr'g the crystal struciUre of cycle ( G l y - L - ~ y r - ~ l ~ ) ,  by 
only contact criteria, we restrict our discussion on the  progam only to the 
particular space group PI. However, the framework of the program is 
such that i t  can be easily modified to suit other space groups as well. ~h~ 
flow chart of the program used in our study of the cyclic hexapeptide mole. 
cule is given in Fig. 2. 

The main input datz required to carry out t he  calculations are: 
(i) The unit cell parameters of the crystil. 

(ii) The ar.gular perameters d ,  8 ,  $ defilling the regions to be calmed 
in the unit cell and their rehtive increments. 

(iii) Atomic coordinates of the firbt asymmetric unit as obtained f ~ o m  
conformetional study. 

(iv) Elements of the rotation matrlx and coinponent; of unit cell t~ans. 
lztional vectors for generating the neighbouring molecules. 

(v) The table of normal and extreme conta.ct limits for every pair 
of atoms of known chemical species (Tzble I). 

Values of livnitiltg distances in Angstrom units for various interatomic contacts 

Type of Extreme Normal 
contact limit limit 

(Column A) (Column B) 

H . . . H  1.9 2 0 

,i C . . .  C 2.9 3.0 



(vj) The number of bad contacts which will classify a particular region 
as being disallowed. 

The major steps involved in this program can be summarised as follows : 

(a) Establishment of the cartesian coordinates of the atoms of the 
asymmetric unit. 

(b) Generation of the neighbouring molecules as required by the space 
group symmetry. 

(c) Determination of the sterically allowed orientations and positions 
of the molecule in the unit cell by systematic variation of the 
angular parameters 4, 0, $ and the translational parameters 
(X, y, 2). 

Since the space group P1 has full translational degree of freedom within 
the unit cell, all the translational parameters can be taken to be zero. 

(d) Elimination of .the regions that contain steric overlaps between some 
of the constituent atoms, found using the contact distance 
criteria. 

(e)  Ranking of all these allowed regions according to number of bad 
contacts. 

' 
The details of the procedural steps employed for the cyclic hexapeptide 

molecule are discussed in the following sections. 

APPLICATION OF THE METHOD TO THE STRUCTURE OF A CYCLIC HEXAPEPTIDE 

In this section we explain how the method was applied to work out the 
preliminary structure of cyclo (Gly-L-Tyr-Gly),.2H,O in the space group 
PI, which could be subsequently relined by emploqring the usual techniques 
normally adopted in x-ray crystallography. The space group P1 is the most 
difficult one for the solution of the structure by the standard methods used 
for solving the phase problem. It is  worth mentioning here that there was 
only one equal atom structure in P1 reported in the literature[ I l l  when 
this work was started. 

For two reasons the crystal structure sought to be:salved was an ideal 
example for us to start our work. Rrstly, in the space group PI, the mole- 
cule does not have any sy-etry-related molecule in its unit cell. Secondly# 



Molecular formula 

Molecular weight 

Space group 

a 

b 

C 

a 

B 

Y 

v 

Radiation 

CzoR3;NeOs. 2H20 

588 

P1 

6.270&0.002 A 

8 .808~0 .002  

l3.35Of 0.002 

104. ~ 8 ~ & 0 . 0 1  

97.19&0~01 

98.4640.01 

698.1 

CuK, 

Number of independent 
reflections 2176 

Number of molesules per 
unlt cell z 1 
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The diffracted intensities of 2176 reflections were mes.sured on a CAD-$ 
diffractomeler, of which 204 reflections were considered to be unobserved, 
since their intensity was less than 3 0. Three standzrd reflections were 
measured after every 50 reflections and there were no significant changes in 
their intensities during the period of data collections. Intensities were then 
corrected for Lorentz and Polarjzation factors, but not for absorption 
(& = 0.2) .  An overall temperature factor of 2.2 Ae and the scale factor 
were evaluated. The chemical structure of the molecule is given in Rg. 1 

FIG. 1. Structural formula of the molecule cyclo (Gly-L-Tyr-Gly),. 

Generation of the Theoretical Model 

The theoretical model was con.structed on the basis of the conformation 
of the backbone given by NMR studies. The solution conformation of this 
molecule has been studied by Kopple and coworkers [I21 from the proton 
magnetic resonance spectra. They noticed that the molecule has C,  symmetry 
at least in the NMR time average. The side chains, namely the tyrosine lings, 
occur at the second and the fifth position. The dihedral angles for the 
three peptide units and the side chain conformational angles obtained from 

are given in Table 111 (a). These values of dihedral angles were used 
for the construction of the computer model used for packing calculation. 
The method adopted is same as that used by Ramakrishnan and S a r a w  
[I31 for their study of cyclic hexapeptides with two fold symmew. The 
bond lengths and angles used are the standard values for the p1-r and 
trans peptide units [lo]. The method can be summarised as follows. 



- 
Conformational angles* 

Residue Nature - 
I o f  rcsiduc Baclibone Side-chain 

angles angles 
---- 

4 i ii xi' xia 

1 , 4  G14 -150 --I70 

2, 5 TY r -SO 120 180 90 

3, 6 Gly 70 0 

(6) Hy&.ogen bond &?la imd ~orf~~- lna l ion i . l  parameters of the model 
chocen 

Number OF Backbone p x ~ n ~ ~ t c r s ' ~ :  Hydrogen bonds 
residue+ Ti d i  A 

1 

. . 
~ i ' & l e ~  aie in dcgegtees. Side chzin dihedral angles are ?.s in Teble 111 (d. 



Assuming the pcptide units to be plmer a11d trans, givttl the value of 
7, $, $ at two CP atoms (CZn 2nd CXa) ,  three peptide un.itj stsrting from CIa, 
and ending with. C4=, can bc gcneraicd. The two-rold  xis is taken. to pass 
through the centre of line joining C," and C," and perpendiculat to the plane 
formed by Ga, Cz" and C P  Two similar sets of such three units (namely 
C,a-C2a-Cjl-C," and C4a-CSa-C,a-C,") can then be linked to each other at 
the two terminal alpha carbon eloms C," and C,". They are then tilted about 
the line joining these two linking alpha carbon atoms such that the T values 
at these carbon a t o m  Lie close lo the tetrahedral values. The resulting 
structure will be a hexapeptide with iwo-fold symmetry. . This procedure 
was used in getting a cyclised structure. 

In generating th.e three peptide units, six e~~nformetional par2.meter.s 
nmely r,, +,,  #,, TS, 4 s, 3k3 were vxiied. 7, end T, were mried in the range 
108" to 11 2", a t  intervals of 2 ", while (9,, #,) a n d  (+,$ $,I were varied in the 
range (-90" to -70°, 110" to 130") and(60P to 807. - 10" ,to 10") respec- 
tively, at  intervals of loo, and the tilt was given in the t a n g  from 0" to 180'. 
Only Chose v a l ~ ~ e s  of (a,, G I )  for, yhich TI, !es in, t$e range of 108" to 11 2' 
and occurs in  the range (-1 60" to - 140" , J 880" to - 460") were printed. 
A large number of possibilities were @us obtained: However, and impor- 
tant feature, which is found to occur in cydic hexapeptide structures, is the 
existence of a 4 + I  type of ; n t eml  hydrogen bond wIrich b~ings about 
a reversal in the direction or progress of the polypeptide chain and thus 
leading to the closure of the ring [13,, 141~ When this additional criterion 
was introduced for the formation of good cyclic structures, the number of 
possibilities were reduced appreciably.. Out o6:tliek, *he one which had 
good hydrogen bond p~rameters and for which the confor~national angles 
were close to the ones reported. from NMR studies was chosen. The data 
for tlJs trial structure are shown ,in Tabk 111 (bh. . , 

Hav~ng obtained the backbone with two-fold, symmetry, the tyrosine 
sde chains were fixed a t  C,a and Ga using the values of x 1  = 180" and 
x2=90", the same as those gven by NhTR studies. The average bond 
length for C-C m the phony1 ling was taken t e  be 1 .40 A and the bond 
adgles were taken to be  120". The C-O bond length was grvcn a value of 
1 45 A. These data were taken Irom the paper by Ponnl~swamy and 
Sasaekbarm [15]. For one or the tyrosme s ~ d e  chzins, namely the one 
at Csa, a positwe rotatloll of 155" was made about Ca, - CE?, increasing 
xlby this value, in ordqr to  break the two-fold symmetry of the molecule, 
since the molecule as a whole 1s expected to be asyn~metr~c in its trichnic 
unit cell. 



In the computer model of the molecule, the hydrogen atoms H*I of the 
tyrosine rings were not included. Due to the flexibility of these hyo hydro. 
gens it would have been unrealistic to assign precise coordinate9 to these 
atoms. Also if rigid coordiaates had been assigned to them, some legitimate 
orientations might heve been eliminated during the screening for stericau? 
allowed orientations. 

Packing of the Model in the Unit Cell 

Although th is  molecule is fairly large 2nd has several degrees of free. 
dom ir. terms of dihedral angles of rotation in its internal molecular 
ture, this space group Pl is particularly favourable for the packing analysis 
method. Th.e molecule in the unit cell has full translational degree of 
freedom 2.nd any atom on point in the molecule cer! be tzken es theorigin 
of the unit cell. There 2.1e only three rotational degrees of freedom. Hence 
the poblem reduces to a three parameter case end it is sufficient if on:y an 
orientation search is made and the translational parameters will all be zero, 
and need not be varied. 

The calculational steps which are explained in this section are all p ~ o -  
grammed for an IBM 360144 computer for the space group P1. The flow 
chart of this program is given in Fig. 2. 

The mrtesian coordinates of the atoms of the generated model in the 
so-called starting orientation werecalculated. In this orientation the centre 
of the hexapeptide ring, 0, which is the intersection of the lines CLaCAa and 
C,uC,a is taken to be the origin of a right handed coordinate system with 
the Z-axis, perpendicular to the plane of these four atoms and coinciding 
with the two-fold axis. The X-exis is taken along OCla and the Y-axis per- 
.pendicular to it in the above plane. 

Using the coordinates of all the atoms in this initial frame, cones- 
ponding to $ = 0, 0 = 0, and # = 0, the coordinetes of the atoms, for any 
set of values for 4, 8,$, are calculated using the transformation matrix R 
as given below: 

s i n # c o s ~ - c o s 0 s i n ~ ~ 0 s ~  -sinfsinq5+cosOcos$cos'/ 

- sin 0 cos b, 

The number of neighbouring molecules that have to be considered 
for the pe-cking an?.lysis were precalculated using a simple program. me 
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FIG. 2. Flow chart of the pecking program. 

interactions of only those molecules with their centres a t  a distance of less 
than 15 A from the first molecule were found to be significant. This amounted 
to kking seven transleted neighbours, th.e positions of which are given in 
Table IV. Due to the uncertainty in the measured density, the presence or 
otherwise of the water molecules could not be concluded; hence only the 
hexapeptide molecule with. 80 atoms was taken for the pzcking at~zlysis. 

'1n the beginning, we tried to eliminate the obviously hisallowed regions 
by packing the molecules by trial and error in the unit cell constructed for 
this purpose. But our attempts were not successful due to the large size 
of the molecule. Furthermore, the formation of hydrogen bonds were 
also not very clear. 

Starting from the arrangement of atoms characterized by $ = 6' = # = 0, 
and systemeticelly varying the three Eulerian angles 9, 8, # at 20" intervals, 
41 the conceivable orientations of the molecule were generated on the 
computer one by one. The range of angles covered was 0" to 180' in 4, 



Equivalent points of  the lrexape~tide N~okcufes wIzicB are takei2 
into account in the packing calculations 

Molecuie Coordinates 
number 

0" to 180°in 8 and 0" to 360' in $. However, many of the orientations could 
be eliminated on steric grounds. The sterically allowed orientations were 
selected as follows. 

After performing each rotation (4, 8, $), the seven neighbouring mole- 
cules were generated. The intermoleclar contacts between the first asym- 
metric unit and its neighbours were calculated one by one and compared 
with the contacts, given for every pair of atoms in Table I, by comparing 
with the "extreme limits " for the corresponding pair of atoms. The 
"extreme " contact limits are somewhat shorter than the normal contact 
distances between various atoms, which are show? in column B of 
Table I. This conservative choice of contact limit values allowed the reten- 
tion of those orientations which represented only marginal overlaps, bet- 
ween some of the atoms. In the beginning, we had some difficulty in fixing 
the wnlber of bad contacts which will designate a particular orientation as 



being disallowed. When this was taken to be ten contects, we found that 
a large number of regions could be categorized as being allowed. The 
number was then reduced to seven, 2nd the peimissible orientations were 
then reduced to  a much smaller number. Thus, if in a certain generated 
orientation there are more than seven illtermoleculzr bad contacts between 
the molecule a t  the origin and irs neizhbours, the orientation w2.s rejected 
8s being sterically impossible. 

All the allowed orientations which were obtained in this way could 
be grouped into six independem regions which were relatively free of short 
contacts. These are shown in Table V. The time taken for these celcu- 
latio~ls on an IBM 360144, with a menlory of 32 K words, was about 
6 hours, for the tricli~ljc unit cell, with one molecule in the unit cell. If the 
symmetry is high.er, ~lluch larger time would be required. 

Huing obtained these epproximzte regions, using a large illcrement 
of 20°, a further scan was made, in these six regions using a smdler scan 
of 5",  in order to locate the nearly correct allowed regions. This did not 
lead to any appreciable reduction in the number of contacts in each region, 
end, therefore, the six cases A to F given in Table V were used for further 

The six allowed regions 

No. of bad 
Case q4 8 i contacts 



studies. The details of these contacts ere presented in Table VI. prom 
an analysis of these results, it was not immediately obvious which of these 
regions represented the correct model. Xt was a t  this stage that x-ray data 
were utilised to pick out the most probable model. 

Selection o f  the Trial Model 

The selection of the refinable li.ia.1 xnodel was accomplished using the 
observed x-ray diffraction data. The i..tomic coord.inates corresponding to 
all local minima A to F were used for structure fector celculation 2 ~ l d  corn- 
pared with the obseived. x-ray data. Using all the obseived reflections, the 
R-values were computed for th.e six allowed regions. As can be seen from 
Table VII, four of these orientations gave r? high R-value in the region of 
0.85, while the other two regions A and B gave it in th.e neighbowhood of 
0.60, which. i s  not far from the th.eoretica1 value of 0.59 for R-jndex given 
by Wilson [I61 for non-centtic and randomly distributed etoms. Since 
this did not give any indication as to the correctness or otherwise of the 
structure, it wm decided to csrry out the lenst squares refinement on the 
structures A and B, since both of th.cn2 showed only a smell difference in 
in the R-value. In 2.nticipntion of what follows, we may say thzt one of 
the two choices turned. out to be a good trial model. 

Verification of ?the Correctness of the structure 

The refinement wes carried out using the block diagonal least-squares 
refinement progiam of Shiono [17]. Th.e quzntity minimized i s  
Bw (Fo2 - S2 f ie) wh.ere 1/S is the scale factor obtained from the Wilson 
plot and o = 1 initially. Two cycles of least-squares ~efinement was carried 
out on both the structures A and B, using all the 2,176 ob5erved reflections. 
At the end of the second. cycle, th.ese was no noticeable change in the 
R-vdue, which osr,illat.ed in the region of 0.60. We then decided to carry 
out tne refinement, using initially a few low angle reflections ard then using 
this refined inod.el for further refinement with all the reflections. Hence, 
about 300 reflections, with sin O <  0.3 ,  were used to refine both stmctures 
A and B and the final coordinates aftcr two cycles were the input for 
refinement in the next stage with all the reflections. This did not 
improve the situation any bettel . Therefore, we continued our attempts 
and proceeded in the :oliowing manner. 

The refinement was carried out initially using only a fiw low angle 
reflections and adding extra number of reflections in steps in the subsequent 
stages. This procedure resulted in the establishment of the correct trial 
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Details of'  bad contacts - 
Structures Nature of 

bad contact 
-- - 

A 0 2  . . . 0 4  

0 5  .. . N2 

0 5  . . . H2 

B 0 5  . . . C3 

0 6  . . . H2 

C5 ... H3 

C 0 2  . . .  0 1  

H4 . . . H3 

0 5 .  . N2 

C5 . . .  H2 

D 04 ... 0 2  

0 5  . . . C3 

0 5  . . . C4 

0 6  . . . H2 

C5 . . . H3 

E N5 . . . N2 

0 4  . . . 0 5  

N5 . . . 0 2  

H5 . . . N2 

C3 . . . N5 

C6 ... 0 2  

T, N2 ... C1 

N 4 .  .. 0 6  

0 3  . . . C2 

0 3  . . . C1 

H2 ... HI 

C3 ... N4 

Contact 
distance' 

----- - -~ ...... - 
2.47 (2.6) 

2.43 (2.6) 

1-94 (2.2) 

2.63 (2.7) 

2.07 (2.2) 

2.04 (2.2) 

2.56 (2.6) 

1-89 (1.9) 

2.23 (2.26) 

2.07 (2.2) 

2.30 (2.6) 

2.64 (2.7) 

2.06 (2.7) 

1.90 (2.2) 

1.92 (2.2) 

2.30 (2.6) 

2.01 (2.6) 

2.11 (2.6) 

1.93 (2.2) 

2.33 (2.8) 

2.43 (2.7) 

2.40 (2.8) 

2.53 (2.6) 

2.42 (2.7) 

2.27 (2.7) 

1 .S1  (1.9) 

2.10 (2.8) 

*The distances are in A and the numbers in brackets are the extreme limit values. 



TABLE VII 

R-values for the six probnble ovientations 

R 
Structures 4 0 1) (2,176 reflec- 

tions) 

--- 

A 40 0 120 0,594 

model which WAS progressively relined by adding about three hundred reflec. 
tions a t  ezch stege. By making a series of f i w  steps, a structure bith accu- 
racy of 0.01 A a,nd with R = 0.30 was obtained. The details of the indi- 
vjduel steps are given below. 

Step 1 : The first step of the calculation wzs done using about 300 reflec- 
tions with sin 8< 0.3.  An overage temperature factor of 2.2 A' ses 
assumed. The coordinates of C,= wzs held fixed to  prevent a singular matrix. 
Only the positional pcrameters and the scale f ~ c t o r  were refined. At the 
end of two cycles of refinenent the R-value for structure A was 0.40 and 
for B, it was 0.45. The shifts in the coordinates were of the order of 0.5A 
on the zverzge. The bond length analysjs for both the structures showed 
a better distribution of values for A which rsmged from 0.9 A to 1 .7 jX  
than for B, ~ h i c h  recorded v ~ l o e s  as  low as 0.6 A for N-C' and C" -C 
bonds. 

Step 2 : The second step of the c ; ? I c u I L ? ~ ~ ~  was done for both the 
lnodels u w g  the fi17~1 coordmrites of Step 1 2% the mput cool dinates Three 
hundred more reflections were edded with s m  0 gomg up to 0 45 Refinement 
of both the temperahe  factors and pmltlonal parameters bhowed that the 
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stiucture A is more favourable than B. There were sigr3can.t changes in 
the coordinetes of certain atoms in th.e structure A, in the direction which 

improve the bond 1en.gth.s closer to the correct value. The R-value w8.s 
0.40 and the temperature fa-ctor ranged from 1.2 A2 to 4.0 At. 

Th.e details of these two steps of refinement for both the structures me 
given in T?.ble VIII. 

TABLE VIII 

Analysis 0.f the refinement at the .lirst two stages for structures A and B 

No. of Average Bond Temptrature 
reflections shifts length factor R 

(A) range (A) 
. -. - -. - 

Structure A 

Structure B 

300 0 . 6  A 0.9-1.9 2.2 0.472 

600 0.5 A 0.6-1.9 Temp. factor of 0.452 
five atoms not 
positive definite 

Step 3: Further refinements were carried out only with structure. 
About 9 00 reflections were taken in the range of 0 .O to 0 .55  for sin 8. The 
B factors of all the atoms were initialised to 2.2 Aa. Convergence was 
obtained after two cycles of refinement and temperature factors ranged from 
1.35 Aa to 3 , s  As. The R-factor dropped to .0.394. 

Step 4 :  In the subsequent step, in whfch about 1,200 reflections were 
used, the R-v~lue dropped down to 0.36 and the accuracy of the structure 
a h  increased. The bond lengths between the atoms were very close to 
their respective normal values. 



Step 5 : 
coordinates 
reflections. 

Finally a structure with. an  accuracy of 0.01 8, in the 
and R-factor of 0 .30 was obtained including 2-11 the obseLved 

Table IX gives the analysis of th.e refi~~ement at these vatous Stages, 

Summary of the d~flerent stages of refinemenf of structure A; 
which led to the correcf structure 

No. of reflec- 
tions ' 300 592 942 1216 A 11 

Total shift in 
each step 0 .5  A 0.7 A 0.1 A 0.02 A 0.01 ;\ 

Bondlengths 0.9-1.8 1.1-1.7 1.2-1.6 1.2-1.56 1.2-1.56 

Temperature 
factor 2 .2  1.5-3.5 1.5-3.2 1.7-3.2 1.7-3.1 

/Ini$al 0. 540 0,441 0.484 0,504 0.440 
R 

\ a h r  2 
cycles 0,402 0.400 0.394 0.360 0,300 

RefiPlement of the structure 
'' 

,Further refin-enlent on this 'struciu~e did not brir-g down the R-value 
below 0.30. Hence the possibility of the of  water molecules ?'as 
tfiought of an-d the difference-~ourier' map was calculated. There were 
two major 'peaks of st~er\gth about '. 6e/AS r.nd six peaks of c~mpa'~tivel~ 
low strength distributed very close to both the tyrosine ring atoms. C o d e r -  
jng the two major paks as water molecules g2.ve a very satisfactory hydrogen 
bonding scheme. Incorporation of. these two major peaks as water oVgeJJs 
readily led to a refmed structure with an R-value of 0.131 at the end of three 
cycles. . , 
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The hydrogen atoms in the molecule were .fixed theoretically and were 
all found to appear. at teasonable positions on peak. of electron densities 
between 0.35 to  0.66 eA-% in the difference-Fouiier calculated a t  an R- 
value of 0.131. The positions of water hydrcgens and that of Hs of tyrc- 
sine rings were also fixed from the directi0w.s of the  hydrogen bonds they 
are involved in. Further refinement of th.e structure was cmied out using 
the full matrix refinement Program [18]. Employing Hughes weighting 
scheme [19] and including all the hydrogens at theoretical positions brou&t 
the R-factor down to  0.081. The hydrogem were used only in the struc- 
ture factor calculations Bnd weie a-ssjgred th.e temperature factors of the 
heavy atoms to  which they are bonded.' Refinement with anisotropic tempe- 
rature factors for the non-hydrogen atoms br0ugh.t down the R-factor to 
the final value of 0.051. The sb.ifls in th.e coordhates of the atoms in the 
last cycle of refinement were less Ihm. 1/20tb. of their estimated stmdard 
devi~tion. Th.e goodn.ess of fit, Z w  (FO - F,)=/(n - p), for n = 21 76 
reflections amd p = 376 pzximeters, was 1.02 [20]. 

The fine1 fractional coordimtes of the structure will be given in a 
succeedin.g paper, in which the co~.formationsl 2.spects are discussed. The 
average shifts in the coordinates of the atoms between th.e starting structure 
and the final one was about 0.8 A. The movements of th.e atoms from the 
trial structure to  the finel structure is shown in Fig. 3, in which both the 
structures are superposed on each oth.e~- with their centres superposed. 

It is interesting to  note that, although. a stmcture with ..e symmetry of 
a 2-fold axis w2.s assumed, to start with,, for the hexapeptid.e molecule, th.e 

d 
PIG. 3. Movement of the atom from (a) the trial structure (thin lines) to (6) the final 
'tructure (thick lines). 



refined structure does not have this approximate symmetry. Instcad, tile 
backbone has an approx~mate inversion ~YmmetrY and the two tyrosine side- 
groups also hwe entirely different dihedral angles, namely ~,1= 800, 
x22=-720 and X: = -80°, xS2 =-80°, a t  residues 2 and 5 respectiyely, 
This &ows that the refinement, using successively larger number of 
tions, has succeeded, even though .the trial molecule had quite a different 
conformafion Iiom the correct one- 

After completing tJ~is study we were interested to know h3w the strut. 
ture, C, D, E, F would behave if refined by the same process using a step- 
wise addition of reflections. We carried o ~ l t  the same procedure as was 
done for A and B. The results obtained a x  shown in Table X. All these 
structures behaved erratically at the stage of even 600 reflections and d:d 
not indicate that they would converge to the correct struciul-e. The bond 
lengths and temperature factor distribution also were not satisfactory. 

Re$nernent detads of t l z  jirrt two stnges for the four srructures C, D, E, F 

Structure No. of Ave~agc B o ~ d  length Temperature R 
reflections shifts (A) range (.if) factor 

600 0-07 0.5-1 . 8  -ve for 0.562 
4 atoms 

600 0 .07 0.6-1.8 -w for 0,494 
8 atoms 

600 0.05 0.5-1-8 -ve for 0,564 
5 atoms 

600 0.02 0.5-1.8 -ve f o ~  0.641 
6 atoms - 
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The packing method, described in this paper, could be applied with 
rer?soni.ble success for molecules which are fz.irly rigid and h.ave only small 
regions which have freedom of motion in their structure. The advantage 
of employing a stepwise addition of reflections in the least squares refinement 
procedure is to be particularly noted. This procedure will be nseful in 
cases wherein the trial structure is accurate only to about 0 -5  A to 1.0 A 
in the location of the atoms in the molecule. Attempts are being made in 
this laboratory for solving structures with space groups of higher symmetry 
using this paclo'ng znalysis method. 
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